### ANCIENT NEAR EAST 162
Archaeology, Identity, and Bible
- **Instructor:** Burke, A.A.
- **Lec:** MW (12:30PM-1:45PM) Royce Hall 362

### ANCIENT NEAR EAST 230
Seminar: Ancient Syria/Palestine
- **Instructor:** Burke, A.A.
- **Sem:** M (3:30PM-6:20PM) Bunche Hall 2150

### CLUSTER 48B
Political Violence in Modern World: Causes, Cases, and Consequences
- **Instructors:** McBride, J., Luft, A.R., Robinson, G., Rothberg, M.P.
- **Lec:** TR (2PM-3:15PM) De Neve Plaza Commons P350

### COMPARATIVE LITERATURE M101/JEWISH STUDIES M150A
Hebrew Literature in English: Literary Traditions of Ancient Israel-Bible and Apocrypha
- **Instructor:** Smoak, J.D.
- **Lec:** TR (2PM-3:15PM) De Neve Plaza Commons P350

### COMPARATIVE LITERATURE 191
On Happiness: Literary History, from Ancient Canaan to Modern Israel
- **Instructor:** Alon Amit, N.
- **Lec:** MW (2PM-3:15PM) Moore Hall 1003

### ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 19
Wanderings: Music Crossing Boundaries
- **Instructor:** Kligman, M.L.
- **Lec:** T (4PM-5:40PM) Schoenberg Music 1420

### GERMAN 19
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Interviewing Holocaust Survivors-Memory and History
- **Instructor:** Presner, T.S.
- **Lec:** W (12PM-1:45PM) Off campus

### HEBREW 1B
Elementary Hebrew
- **Instructor:** Ezer, N.
- **Lec:** MTWRF (10AM-10:50AM) Bunche Hall 2156

### HEBREW 101B Intermediate Hebrew
- **Instructor:** Ezer, N.
- **Lec:** MTWRF (9AM-9:50AM) Bunche Hall 2156

### HEBREW 110B Introduction to Biblical Hebrew: Readings of Biblical Prose Texts
- **Instructor:** Smoak, J.D.
- **Lec:** TR (2PM-3:15PM) Moore Hall 1003

### HISTORY 5
Holocaust: History and Memory
- **Instructor:** Stein, S.A.
- **Lec:** Online

### HISTORY 191L Capstone Seminar: Jewish History: History, Television, and Truth: Israeli-Palestinian Conflict on Small Screen
- **Instructors:** Myers, D.N.
- **Sem:** M (9AM-11:50PM) Kaplan Hall A48

### JEQUIST STUDIES 19 Fiat Lux Freshman Seminars: Seminar 1
- **Instructor:** Zaslavsky, J.
- **Lec:** M (3:30PM-4:30PM) Law Building 3393

### ANCIENT NEAR EAST/RELIGION/MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES M50 Origins of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam
- **Instructor:** Bakhos, C.A.
- **Lec:** MW (2PM-3:15PM) Moore Hall 1003

### HISTORY/IRANIAN STUDIES/JEWISH STUDIES M178 Introduction to History and Culture of Iranian Jews
- **Instructor:** Pirnazar, N.
- **Lec:** MW (2PM-3:15PM) Renee and David Kaplan Hall A65

### HISTORY 191 Variable Topics of Research Seminars: Study of Religion
- **Instructor:** Bakhos, C.A.
- **Lec:** M (4PM-5:50PM) Public Affairs 2325

### MUSICOLOGY 80 The Jewish American Experience Through Music
- **Instructor:** Kligman, M.L.
- **Lec:** TR (1PM-2:50PM) Schoenberg Music 1420

### RELIGION 191 Variable Topics of Research Seminars: Study of Religion
- **Instructor:** Bakhos, C.A.
- **Lec:** M (4PM-5:50PM) Public Affairs 2325

### HISPANIC 20A
Ugaritic
- **Instructor:** Schniedewind, W.M.
- **Lec:** T (3:30-6:20PM) Rolfe Hall 3393

### YIDDISH 101B Elementary Yiddish
- **Instructor:** Koral, M.R.
- **Lec:** TR (10AM-10:50AM) Bunche Hall 2173

### JEWISH STUDIES AT UCLA WINTER 2020 SCHEDULE OF CLASSES

---

**For questions about the Jewish Studies major/minor or Israel Studies minor, please contact:**

UCLA Department of Near Eastern Languages & Cultures

Tiffany Chen: (310) 825-4165
email: chen@humnet.ucla.edu

Class listing is subject to change. For a full class listing, please visit [http://www.registrar.ucla.edu](http://www.registrar.ucla.edu)
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